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Transform or Command IV

The first game night has brought about a few changes. Nicole
now has awesome twin tails for hair, Amara has grown a bit in
height and a decent amount in bust. Elizabeth got an upgrade
in the Boob department as well and Vadim has grown down
there… Oh, and Lana has been turned into a blue-eyed blonde
against her will, but actually thinks it‘s not that bad once she
inspects herself in the mirror at home. In general, everybody
seems happy… until they all get a phone call… it‘s Amara…
THE GAME IS NOT OVER! Oh dear! What did she do? Find out
now as we follow Dylan and Nicole back to the frat room to
read up on the rules while we see the events happening at
Vadim‘s place in parallel.☺

Featuring

Lana… a female student, she and Liz found the game
Nicole… a female student
Elizabeth… a female student, she has a crush on Dylan
Amara… a female student, Vadim‘s girlfriend
Dylan… a cynic guy who crushes on Nicole and Lana
Vadim… a very tall guy, Amara‘s boyfriend



Previously on Transform or Command…
I do look 
good as a 
blonde…

I’ve got 
boobs!

Let’s take 
these new 

porn star tits 
for a spin, 

babe.

I never thought 
it would be this 

thrilling… to 
change people…

After a long game night with various changes and 
commands, our player ran out of points and went 
home where they started to inspect their new goods. 
All of them rather happy with the results (even 
Lana) and some of them were getting new ideas…

What 
a day!

When suddenly the phone rings…

ringring



I just…

You did 
WHAT?!

ZzzzZzzz

Amara… 
what did 
you do?

Amara explaining her problem to the 
group but not to you, cause Cliffhanger!

Can someone 
please go back to 

the frat room 
and look up the 

rules?

Guys!
I need your help. 
The game is 

not over!

HOW?!

WHY!?

Are you 
fucking kidding 

me?!



Back to the present… kinda.

We will now follow Nicole and Dylan back to the frat room as
they study the rules. But, there will be many pages of
flashbacks showing what happened at Vadim/Amara‘s place.



Heya.

Hi!

Dylan and Nicole meet in front 
of the frat room where they left 
the game. They were the only 
ones to follow Amara’s call since 
Liz was deep asleep and Lana 
was living too far away without a 
bus at this hour of the night.



Can you 
believe it?

Thanks…

But that… Even if the 
game was capable of 

doing… that… there were 
no indications when we 

played before that such a 
change would be 

affordable. Even with 
maximum points.

Well… If you asked me 
yesterday morning I would 
not have believed seeing 
you with that kinda hair 
either… Suits you very 

well by the way.



But speculating 
doesn’t help. 

Let’s get in there 
and study up on 

those rules.

Yu.
Let’s go.

Oh, 
no!

Hm… where 
did Lana 

leave that 
rulebook…



No, no, 
no!

Fuck!

Ha!
There it is!

This can‘t be
happening...

Yup.
This is the 
rulebook.

Unless you’ve 
been ToCed by 
somebody else 

in between.

You can not ToC
somebody who 
just ToCed you 

within 10 minutes.



You can not ToC
the same target 

within a time 
frame of 15 

minutes.

Somebody really 
thought this 

through. There is 
quite some text 

in here.

OH…

You better 
sit down…



I’m 
sorry!

Let’s ignore my 
state of dress 

and focus on the 
rules… okay? blush

Yes!
Of course!

gulp
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Huh?!
How… how the 

hell did that 
happen?

That is a 
lot of Anti-

Karma!

They are talking 
about this number!

Later the two inspect 
the ToC board in the 
room and stumble 
upon a curiosity!



I don’t think you 
can do that… 

unintentionally…

And how did 
she do it?

But why the 
fuck amass 

Anti Karma?



You still have 
10 points left, 

after all!

I just had a 
really great

idea!

Transform or 
Command, 

love?

… Transform?

Chose 
transform. 

*wink*

Babe? The 
game is 
over…

I don’t like 
that gleam in 

your eyes
babe…

Previously back at 
Amara’s place…



Spoilers ahead!



Brilliant!

Now shrink 
down to half 

your size!

-???
+ 15



shrink

This 
can’t be 

happening!



We will 
fix this!

I did not 
think it 

would work!

I’m so 
sorry, babe!



End of Teaser!

Hello, Hexxet here, 

Look forward to see Amara’s real intentions 
behind shrinking her boyfriend and watch 
Nicole and Dylan discover all those important 
rules behind the game!

This comic comes out on 20.10.2023. It’s ~60 
pages long and entails some pinups. It’s for 
adults only and available on my Patreon for 
Connoisseur Tier or in my Gumroad-Shop. 

https://www.patreon.com/Hexxet

https://hexxet.gumroad.com
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